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To all whom it may concern.
Wall it will ie understood that the outer
Be it known that we, CIARLIE MiossTMAN 'ilwall
1 of the lock forms the face surface of
and JoHN H. GRANT, citizens of the United the Will.
having proven that
States, residing at Hobe Sound, in the county these blocksExperience
are,
througi
(if cap
of Dade and State of Florida, have invental illary attractio!, ("... paletheofhelium
transiting
new and useful Improvements in Building (lamphless through tei" was we have ar
Blocks,
of which the following is a specifica ranged the present, cinstructi to avoid this
tion.
The invention relates to an improvement objection. For this purpose we insert, lur
1: . in building blocks designed to be assembled ing the nulling of the block, a layer 1 of pure
cer) ent, which, after it deling, materially
or built into a wall or other form and adapt prevents
the capillaiy i? ti in of the ordinary
ed when in assembled relation to provide a wall structure.
layers are of crual
series
of uninterrupted airspaces extending thickness with theThese
thickness of the wall, and
throughout the height of the wall.
preferably disp set in the inclined por 70
5
The main object of the present invertion : are
tion
of each side wall, St l; at assage of the
is the provision of a building block of irregular noisture
the naterial of the lock is
form so. constructed as to permit the inter practicallythrough
in possible.
locking of the blocks when arranged in an In assembling the blocks to provide a wall
outer series to provide a wall, one set or se
20 ries of blocks being especially constructed to they are preferably arranged in two series;
an inner and outer series. The shorter end
prevent passage of the dampness by capillary ! wall
2 of the blocks of each series is arranged
attraction.
in
proximate
all the inclination of
The invention will be described in the fol the particularrelation,
part
of
the
side walls noted is
lowing specification, reference being had par
25 ticularly to the accompanying drawings, in such that when the blocks are thus arranged 80
the end w; 2 of each lock will fit between
- which :the
divergent side walls of adjacent blocks of
Figure 1 is a view in plan, showing a s
other section, as will be clearly apparent
of the blocks assembled to form a wall. S. the
from Fig. 1 of the drawings. In this posi
2 is a vertical section on the line 2-2 of Fig. tion
it will be notcc that the end walls 2 of 85
30 1. Fig. 3 is a perspective view of one of the
the
blocks
of both series form practically an
blocks.
uninterrupted wall extending ongitudinallya.
Referring particularly to the accompany of the structure being constructed, and that
ing EYS. our improved building block is the
end walls 1 of each block form additional
walls extending longitudinally of the struc 90
molded inthe
thespecific
usual manner,
and
of
the
usual
35 material,
materials for and manner ture. There is, therefore, thus rovided
of molding the block not being important in three
spaced series of walls Send lon
the present invention except in the single gitudinally
the structure, each separated
particular to be hereinafter noted. In form one from theofother
by intervening air slaces,
the block comprises two walls, hereinafter
40 termed an outer wall 1 and an inner wall 2, and that surface of the structure directly
exposed to the elements being backed by a
said walls being disposed in parallel spaced transverse
layer of pure cement to prevent
relation as shown. The inner wall 2- is fi capillary spreading of the moisture.
materially less length than the outer wall,
is to be under'sf rod (f course, that the
being
terminally connected with the ends of
45 said outer wall through the medium of sile blocks are arranged in superimposed relation, 100
the blocks of one serias a iterating or break
walls 3, which walls project from the outer ing
with tie ticks of the text layer
wall at right angles to the latter for a short series,joints
as
clearly
shown in Fig. 1. This ar
distance and then incline inwarily to their rangement, however,
loes not interfere with
juncture with the inner wall. As thus con
5) structed the block comprises spaced parallel the full effectiveness of the air space pro O
vided, as will also be aparent from the fig
end walls of unequal lengths and liplicate ure
of the drawings referred to.
side walls which are in part at right angles to Having
described the invention what
the end walls and in part at a) angle to said is claimed thus
as tiew, is:-end walls and to the right-angle cl art, all of t. A suilding block having parallel spaced ()
which is clearly apparent frin Fig. 3 of the side walls and end walls rojected for a por
w
drawings. In assembling the blocks to for tion of their lengths at right angles to the side
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walls and then inclined to both side walls for series
beingtheprojected
block from
ends of transversely
the outer faceofforthea

the remainder of their lengths, said side and
of their lengths
and then inclined in
end walls being of equal thickness, the in portion
other to meet the inner
wardly
EEE
clined portion
each end wall having
an exin face of the block, whereby to provide an air
ayer ofofmoisture-proof
material
5 E.
beyond the shorter wall of each block
tending throughout the height of the walls t ace
roughout
the length of the series of blocks.
and inclined from the vertical.
In testimony whereof we affix our signa

A wallofconstruction
madeofupeach
of dupli
cate2. series
blocks, the blocks
series tures in presence of two witnesses.
CHARLIE"MOSSTMAN.
10 being arranged in alinement longitudinally of
JOIN H. GRANT.
the wall and having side walls of different
lengths, the shorter side walls being arranged Witnesses:
inwardly and between the terminals of the
E. C. IIIERs,
shorter side walls of the opposing series of
M. F. HEPHURN.
15 blocks, the end walls of each block of each
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